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What is KPMG Regulatory 
Explorer & Governance  
for AEOI?

KPMG REG for AEOI is designed 
to help transform how global 
organizations implement FATCA, the 
IGAs, and the CRS by isolating the key 
differences between the domestic 
implementation of those regimes and 
the relevant baseline regime.

KPMG REG for AEOI provides a 
methodology to help you manage 
regulatory change and assess 
regulatory impact. The application 
contains a central regulation 
requirement library that highlights 
the variations between domestic 
implementation of the regimes and 
the model agreements, traces each 
requirement back to the regulatory  
text – in local language and in English – 
and provides effective date and any 
subsequent timing considerations.
This facilitates targeted and timely 
implementation of any differences in 
a particular country and the ability to 
audit compliance with the rules.

KPMG REG for AEOI has been 
developed to support organizations 
in cutting the costs and resources 
required for, and managing the risks 
of, complying with the growing list of 
information reporting requirements.

Features of KPMG 
Regulatory Explorer & 
Governance for AEOI 

Core features

– Decomposes a complete set of 
baseline regimes and compared 
domestic implementations into 
discrete requirements sorted into 
one of the relevant categories: 
definitions, entity classification, 
on-boarding, pre-existing customer 
remediation, reporting, withholding 
and governance.

– Compares the requirements in 
three baseline agreements with one 
another:

- UK IGA with UK regulations and 
guidance notes;

- Model 2 IGA Template with 
applicable US regulations for 
participating foreign financial 
institutions (FFIs);

- CRS and commentary.

– Compares the requirements in each 
country’s domestic implementation 
of the regimes with the relevant 
baseline.

– Compares the requirements of the 
IGA with the CRS implementation 
within a country, where different.

– Describes each significant difference 
between a requirement under the 
baseline regime and each domestic 
implementation.



– Maps each requirement to an initial 
and any subsequent timing, functional 
subgroup (using a typical financial 
institution function taxonomy), and 
regulatory citation.

Also included

– dedicated technology support

– training on use of the tool’s dashboard 
and comparison features

– monthly user group meeting

Offerings:

KPMG REG for AEOI is a scalable 
solution and packages can be tailored to 
meet your needs. In addition to the full 
service package, we offer: 

– Alerts and status: The early alert 
service and status dashboard as a 
standalone service.

– Static requirements Comparison: 
A static requirement comparison 
in Microsoft Excel of one baseline 
regime against one domestic 
implementation for one or more 
categories, e.g. on-boarding, at a 
point in time; and 

– Limited jurisdiction comparisons: A 
subscription for up to five domestic 
implementations compared against 
the relevant baseline regimes. 

Benefits of KPMG Regulatory 
Explorer & Governance  
for AEOI 

– Save time and money by 
implementing only the differences 
from the baseline regime in each 
participating country.

– Ability to trace compliance with the 
requirements back to the regulatory text.

– Target requirements to the relevant 
functions within the organization.

– Help build project plans to meet 
regulatory effective dates.

– Manage change once AEOI is 
incorporated in business as usual.

Why KPMG Regulatory 
Explorer & Governance  
for AEOI?

KPMG REG for AEOI has been 
developed to cut the cost, resources 
and help you manage the risks of 
meeting your information reporting 
obligations.

KPMG REG for AEOI was developed 
by KPMG member firms in the United 
Kingdom and the United States and 
is supported by our global network of 
KPMG member firms’ professionals, 
many of whom are former regulators 
or officials with relevant experience, 

combining tax, banking operations, 
process, IT and anti-money laundering 
specialists. KPMG member firms’ 
professionals have developed significant 
experience working on large global as 
well as small FATCA and IGA projects 
in the banking, insurance, and asset 
management sectors that have all 
contributed to the development of 
KPMG REG.

KPMG member firms’ professionals 
are in regular dialogue with local 
governments and Competent 
Authorities, and are active contributors 
on numerous global industry bodies 
and AEOI working groups, such as 
the business advisory group to the 
OECD, the EU Commission, ALFI in 
Luxembourg, SIFMA in the United 
States, and IA in the United Kingdom.

Additional AEOI services:

– Early alert service of FATCA/CRS 
news in each country, followed by 
an analysis of key differences and a 
status dashboard of agreement and 
regulation status by country.

– Segregated client workspace to 
capture client interpretation, position, 
bespoke function or importance by 
requirement.

– Comparison of modules of the 
Qualified Intermediary regime to each 
of the three baselines.

To find out more about how our tax reporting services and technology enabled solutions can help your business, 
please contact us at www.kpmg.com/AEOI.
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